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Two letters published in Nature
2 different explanations
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2010, Dec. 25
18:37 UT

• Swift image trigger

• very long T90 > 2000s
(probably emission up to 9d)

• XRT observations at 1400s
brightest X-ray counterpart of 
any Swift GRB at several 1000 s

• optical counterpart at 1.5h 
from the NOT (Xu et al.)

• no radio afterglow
(Zauderer et al, Frail et al.)

First OT image
from CAHA
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A strange afterglow

• X-rays:
- PL + BB best fit
  20% BB - contribution
  T ~1 keV
  (other models possible   
    though...) 
- steep decline: t-5.95 
  --> no synchrotron
- no periodicity (?)
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A strange afterglow
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• X-rays:
- PL + BB best fit
  T ~1 keV
- steep decline: t-5.95 
  --> no synchrotron
- no periodicity (?)
- redshift <0.5

1. orbit analysis
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Large observing campaign in
UV, optical, IR

Mid t-t0 Exposure Filter Telescope MagAB Flux
(days) (s) (µJy)

Premaging 3×500 g� 3.5mCFHT >26.9 (27.2±0.5) <0.06 (0.048±0.22)
Premaging 3×500 i� 3.5mCFHT >25.5 <0.22

0.01848 168 w2 UVOT >21.36 < 10.38
0.07041 1431 w2 UVOT 21.56± 0.20 8.65± 1.80
0.17373 6719 w2 UVOT 21.63± 0.11 8.06± 0.88
0.30739 6679 w2 UVOT 21.76± 0.12 7.19± 0.85
0.45280 5805 w2 UVOT 21.96± 0.15 5.96± 0.91
0.81302 12039 w2 UVOT 22.57± 0.17 3.42± 0.58
1.00869 11753 w2 UVOT 22.37± 0.16 4.08± 0.67
1.41736 23440 w2 UVOT 22.61± 0.20 3.27± 0.66
1.75211 23368 w2 UVOT 23.45± 0.30 1.51± 0.49
2.44862 74516 w2 UVOT >23.73 < 1.17
4.07964 138747 w2 UVOT >24.20 < 0.76
7.52954 377712 w2 UVOT >25.39 < 0.25
0.01818 319 m2 UVOT >20.81 < 17.14
0.07515 1431 m2 UVOT 21.97± 0.31 5.89± 1.94
0.61452 899 m2 UVOT 21.90± 0.21 6.34± 1.33
0.95369 12104 m2 UVOT 22.00± 0.15 5.74± 0.83
1.18487 18396 m2 UVOT 22.47± 0.23 3.74± 0.87
1.48860 23468 m2 UVOT 22.46± 0.19 3.76± 0.73
1.85629 29528 m2 UVOT 22.97± 0.22 2.35± 0.53
2.51507 40973 m2 UVOT 23.34± 0.30 1.68± 0.53
4.08285 138701 m2 UVOT >24.25 < 0.73
0.01846 318 w1 UVOT >21.15 < 12.64
0.07752 1431 w1 UVOT >22.10 < 5.26
0.65205 5571 w1 UVOT 21.81± 0.17 6.88± 1.15
0.96984 16520 w1 UVOT 21.72± 0.16 7.46± 1.19
1.37145 18904 w1 UVOT 22.23± 0.26 4.65± 1.25
1.71425 29052 w1 UVOT 22.46± 0.25 3.76± 0.97
2.44380 74329 w1 UVOT >22.97 < 2.36
4.07673 138760 w1 UVOT >23.22 < 1.86
0.01789 169 u UVOT >20.46 < 23.68
0.07228 2579 u UVOT 21.59± 0.28 8.42± 2.47
1.28374 103571 u UVOT 22.33± 0.26 4.24± 1.14
2.44533 74215 u UVOT >21.82 < 6.80
4.07781 138647 u UVOT >22.06 < 5.46
0.01817 169 b UVOT >19.94 < 38.37
0.06802 1430 b UVOT >20.86 < 16.51
0.16319 6726 b UVOT 21.53± 0.30 8.83± 2.86
0.30647 8349 b UVOT >21.83 < 6.76
1.14624 127458 b UVOT >22.19 < 4.85
2.44615 74224 b UVOT >21.00 < 14.47
4.07834 138632 b UVOT >21.33 < 10.64
0.01789 318 v UVOT >19.35 < 66.30
0.07278 1431 v UVOT >20.36 < 26.12
0.18317 6538 v UVOT >21.04 < 13.96
0.31290 5819 v UVOT >20.69 < 19.20
1.11739 21×180 V 1.23mCAHA 22.47±0.19 3.73±0.65
1.18728 121098 v UVOT >21.08 < 13.39
2.45087 74279 v UVOT >20.50 < 22.93
4.08128 138537 v UVOT >20.92 < 15.56

39.11207 6×180 g� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC > 26.3 < 0.11
39.49403 5×180 g� GMOS/8mGemini 26.80±0.35 0.07±0.03
∼180 42×200 g� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 27.21±0.27 0.047±0.010

1.04545 19×180 R 1.23mCAHA 22.61±0.16 3.28±0.48
0.29887 3×300 r� CQUEAN/2.1mMcD 22.43±0.14 3.87±0.50
2.08833 1×30 r� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 23.39±0.12 1.60±0.18
21.15017 10×60 r� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 24.21±0.14 0.75±0.10
28.49818 5×180 r� GMOS/8mGemini 24.81±0.13 0.43±0.05
39.10159 4×120 r� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 24.77±0.13 0.45±0.05
39.47981 5×180 r� GMOS/8mGemini 25.24±0.15 0.29±0.04
44.08258 4×180 r� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC > 24.7 < 0.48
∼180 32×200 r� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 26.90±0.14 0.063±0.008

1.17359 17×180 I 1.23mCAHA 22.18±0.35 4.88±1.57
61.96267 20×120 I SCORPIO/6mBTA 25.17±0.35 0.31±0.10
0.29516 3×300 i� CQUEAN/2.1mMcD 22.72±0.18 2.96±0.49
10.09449 9×900 i� RAT/2.0mLT 24.01±0.13 0.90±0.11
39.12164 5×60 i� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 24.36±0.17 0.65±0.11
39.46336 5×180 i� GMOS/8mGemini 24.61±0.09 0.52±0.04
0.30384 3×300 z� CQUEAN/2.1mMcD 22.65±0.34 3.16±1.00
39.09432 6×60 z� OSIRIS/10.4mGTC 24.73±0.42 0.47±0.18
39.44619 7×180 z� GMOS/8mGemini 24.77±0.25 0.45±0.10
0.30745 3×300 Y CQUEAN/2.1mMcD > 22.5 < 3.63
37.45092 32×60 J NIRI/8mGemini > 23.4 < 1.58
28.46873 44×60 KS NIRI/8mGemini 24.48±0.35 0.59±0.19

Supplementary Table 2 | Log of UVOIR observations. Values are not corrected for Galactic extinction.
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A strange Afterglow

• X-rays: PL + BB, steep decline
redshift <0.5

• UVOIR afterglow SED:
- very blue color in the beginning
- color changes (sign of PL-slope 
  changed the first days)
  uuh?!?
- modelled with
  expanding+cooling BB
 (not a GRB??)

Thanks to A. de Ugarte Postigo!
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• X-rays: TC, steep decline
redshift < 0.5

• UVOIR „afterglow“ SED:
- very blue color, color changes!
- modelled with
  expanding+cooling BB

• UVOIR Lightcurve: 
flat for ~2 days, decay, stable at 
30d, new decay (SN??)

the SED follows a power law owing to synchrotron emission created in
shocks when the jet hits the interstellar medium (see, for example,
ref. 2).
An optical spectrum taken two nights after the burst does not show

any spectral lines (see Supplementary Information).We fitted the SED
and light curve with the template of SN 1998bw, a type Ic supernova
associated with GRB 9804258, and obtained a redshift of z5 0.33 (see
Supplementary Information). At this distance, the supernova has an
absolute peak magnitude of onlyMV,abs5216.7mag, which makes it
the faintest supernova associated with a long GRB9,10. In contrast, the
c-ray isotropic-equivalent energy release at z5 0.33 is .1.43 1051

erg, typical of other long GRBs but more luminous than most other
low-redshift GRBs associated with supernovae11. We detect a possible
host galaxy in g9 and r9 bands with the OSIRIS instrument on GTC
(Gran Telescopio Canarias) at 6months after the burst with an abso-
lute magnitude of onlyMg,abs5213.7mag, ,2mag fainter than any
other GRB host12. Although its blue colour matches that of a star-
forming galaxy, our observations do not allow us to resolve it as an
extended source.

At z5 0.33, the X-ray black body has a radius of ,23 1011 cm
(,3 solar radii) and a temperature of ,1 keV (107K) at 0.07 d with
little temporal evolution. Such a thermal component, attributed to the
shock breakout from the star, has also been observed forXRF 06021813,
XRF 100316D/SN 2010dh14 and GRB 09061815, all nearby GRBs asso-
ciated with type Ic supernovae14,16,17,18, with similar temperatures but
larger radii. TheUVOIR black body starts with a radius of 23 1014 cm
(,13 AU) and a temperature of 8.53 104K at similar times and evolves
considerably over the next 10 days, reaching a radius of 73 1014 cm
and temperature of 5,000K. The evolution of the two black-body
components suggests that they must stem from different processes
and regions (see Supplementary Information).
An appealing model is a helium star–neutron star merger with a

common envelope phase, a model that has been proposed earlier as a
possible progenitor for GRBs19–21. In this scenario, a binary system
consisting of two massive stars survives the collapse of the more
massive component to a neutron star. When the second star leaves
themain sequence and expands, it engulfs the neutron star, leading to a
common-envelope phase and the ejection of the hydrogen envelope
and part of the helium core as the remnant spirals into the centre of the
second star. When the neutron star reaches the centre, angular
momentum forms a disk around the remnant of the merger, allowing
for the formation of a GRB-like jet. This remnant might be a magnetar
whose prolonged activity can explain the very long duration of the
GRB.
The interaction of this ultra-relativistic, well-collimated jet with the

previously ejected common-envelope material can explain both the
X-ray andUVOIR emission components. Estimating that the in-spiral
takes 5 orbits or 1.5 yr and material is ejected at escape velocity, the
outer ejecta are at a distance of a few times 1014 cm at the time of the
merger, consistent with the radius of the UVOIR black body. We
assume that the ejecta form a broad torus with a narrow, low-density
funnel along the rotation axis of the system that permits the passage of
the c-radiation generated in the jet. Most of the jet hits the inner
boundary of the common-envelope ejecta and only a small fraction
of it propagates through the funnel. TheX-ray emission is produced by
shocks created by the interaction of the jet with the inner boundary of
the common-envelope shell. As the jet passes through the funnel, it
decelerates owing to the increased baryon load and shear with the
funnel walls so that a regular afterglow signature is suppressed.
When the now mildly relativistic, mass-loaded jet breaks out of the
common-envelope ejecta, it produces the UVOIR emission in the first
10 d. As the supernova shock expands beyond the common-envelope
shell, we observe a small bump in the light curve at,30 d. This helium
star/neutron star merger scenario naturally assumes the production of
a relatively small amount of radioactive nickel, leading to a weak
supernova (for a detailed description of the different processes, see
Supplementary Information).
A similar scenario might explain another, previously detected,

event, XRF 06021813, which showed a thermal component both in
X-rays and at optical wavelengths (see Supplementary Information),
albeit with a different progenitor system producing a brighter super-
nova and a fainter GRB. On the other hand, a class of GRBs exist that
show a thermal component in X-rays, but have a classical afterglow
with a power-law SED, such as GRB 09061815. Finally, SN 2008D, a
type Ib supernova in NGC 277022 showing X-ray emission, had an
early thermal component in the optical emission (see Supplementary
Information), attributed to the shock breakout and independent of the
supernova emission itself. GRB 101225A might hence be, together
with XRF 060218, a member of a newly defined class of ‘black-body-
dominated’, supernova-associated, long-duration GRBs, which arise
in very dense environments that are created by the progenitor systems
themselves; this dense environment thermalizes the high-energy output
fromthe collapsing star. Thenon-relativistic, uncollimated emission in
this scenario makes it difficult to detect such events at higher redshifts.
This makes GRB 101225A a fortunate case that allows us to derive
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Figure 2 | Light curves of GRB 101225A in X-ray and ultraviolet/optical/
infrared bands. a, X-ray light curve; b, light curves in ultraviolet to infrared
bands (colour coded by wavelength; see key). Filled circles, detections; large
symbols, our observations; small symbols, values from the literature; triangles,
upper limits; error bars, 1s. Solid lines are the combined light curve from the
black-body and the supernova component, excluding the contribution from the
host galaxy. Dashed lines and dotted lines show the evolution of the black-body
component and of the supernova, respectively. Observations started almost
simultaneously in X-rays and optical/ultraviolet wavelengths. The X-rays
reached a peak flux of 4.343 1029 erg cm22 s21. After an initial shallow decay
of slope t21.1086 0.011 up to 21 ks, the X-rays show a strong decay with a slope of
t25.956 0.20, inconsistent with synchrotron emission. The UVOIR light curves
have a shallow maximum at the beginning, with different peak times for the
individual bands due to the maximum of the black-body emission passing
through the spectrum. The second component emerging at around 10 days
post-burst is the contribution of an underlying supernova, modelled with the
GRB-SN 1998bw as a template, stretched in time by a factor of 1.25 and
decreased in luminosity by a factor of 12 (in restframe). The absolute
luminosity of the supernova is MV,abs5216.7mag, the faintest supernova
associated with a GRB. At,180days we detect the very faint host at
magnitudes of g95 27.366 0.27 and r95 26.906 0.14 orMg,abs5213.7
(0.001 L*, whereL* is the characteristic luminosity). c, Colour image of the field
of GRB 101225A observed at 40 days (indicated by a grey bar in b) with the
afterglow location marked by a box.
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• X-rays: TC, steep decline
redshift < 0.5

• UVOIR „afterglow“ SED:
expanding+cooling BB

• UVOIR Lightcurve: 
flat for ~2 days, decay, stable at 
30d, new decay (SN??)

• optical redshift ~0.4
Hα at z~0 in narrowband
-> in M31??

4 J. C. Richardson et al.

Surface density map of stars with colors and magnitudes consistent with belonging to metal-poor red giant branch populations
at the distance of M31. The almost uniform underlying background is mainly contributed by foreground stars in the Milky Way together
with a small residual contamination from unresolved compact background galaxies. All of the previously known M31 dwarf spheroidals in
this region covered by the survey are readily visible as well-defined over-densities and are marked with blue circles. The five new dwarf
spheroidals are highlighted in red. (And XIV is the dwarf spheroidal just south of the present survey area, while AndVI and AndVII lie
respectively well to the West and North of the region shown.) NGC147 and NGC185 appear at the top of the map and M33 at the bottom
left. The green circle lies at a projected radius of 150 kpc from the center of M31 within which most of the survey lies. In addition to the
satellite galaxies numerous stellar streams and substructures are visible. Although the majority of small over-densities are satellite galaxies
of M31, a few to the southern end of the map (not circled) are resolved globular cluster systems picked out surrounding nearby low redshift
background elliptical galaxies.

(MW) disk at the top right of the CMD with g! i "> 2.0
and i "< 23.0. The fainter group of objects centered at
0.0 "< g! i "< 1.5 and i "> 24.0 and most readily visible in
some of the comparison regions are generally caused by
contamination from mis-classified compact background
galaxies.
The right hand panel of Fig. 3 displays the i-band lu-

minosity functions (LFs) of And XXIII - XXVII (black)
computed within two half-light radii of the centers, and
a scaled LF from a nearby reference field of nine times
larger area (red). These large area reference fields have

also been used to measure the distances, magnitudes
and metallicities referred to later in this paper. For
And XXIII, And XXIV, And XXV and And XXVI the
reference regions are described by elliptical annuli with
the same ellipticity and position angle of the dSph in
question (see Table 1), the inner boundary lies at four
half-light radii from the center of the dSph and the outer
boundary is positioned so that the area covered is nine
times larger (after allowing for gaps and edges) than the
area used for the dSph. For And XXVII a circular refer-
ence region was chosen one degree to the North-East to

101225

PAndAS - survey: CFHT

A strange Afterglow
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• X-rays: TC, steep decline
redshift < 0.5

• UVOIR „afterglow“ SED:
expanding+cooling BB

• UVOIR Lightcurve: 
flat for ~2 days, decay, stable at 
30d, new decay (SN??)

• featureless spectra at several 
epochs 

GTC spectrum at 2 d

A strange Afterglow
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Supernova fitting

• No spectroscopic confirmation  
Keck spectrum at 40d
had low S/N

• SN + redshift by fitting templates 
of different SN types:
best fit with SN 1998bw

• z=0.33 +0.07/- 0.04

• Mabs=-16.7 mag
faintest GRB-SN!

Thanks to AdUP + J. Gorosabel!
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Supernova fitting

• No spectroscopic confirmation  
Keck spectrum at 40d
had low S/N

• SN + redshift by fitting templates 
of different SN types:
best fit with SN 1998bw

• z=0.33 +0.07/- 0.04

•Mabs=-16.7 mag
faintest GRB-SN!

• 1/12th of luminosity 
S=1.25 compared to SN1998bw
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Physical distances/Radius
• E iso > 1.4 x 1051 erg 

(higher than for most nearby GRB-
SNe)

• X-rays: radius (~3 solar R) and 
temperature constant!

• optical:
- R starting from ~13 AU, simple   
   powerlaw
- T cooling from 80,000 to 5000 K,
   more complicated evolution
- vini~70,000 km/s

• optical/X-ray BB cannot come 
from same process
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Similar SN-GRBs in the past??

• X-ray TC in 3 other GRBs:
060218, 090618, 100316D
(Campana 06, Page 11, Starling 11)
2 very long GRBs

• optical TC in 2 other GRBs/SN:
060218, 080109 (SN 2008D)

15



Similar SN-GRBs in the past??

• X-ray TC in 3 other GRBs:
060218, 090618, 100316D
(Campana 06, Page 11, Starling 11)

• optical TC in 2 other GRBs/SN:
060218, 080109 (SN 2008D)

• GRB 060218: optical BB with similar 
evolution, X-ray BB radius larger
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Similar SN-GRBs in the past??

• X-ray TC in 3 other GRBs:
060218, 090618, 100316D
(Campana 06, Page 11, Starling 11)

• optical TC in 2 other GRBs/SN:
060218, 080109 (SN 2008D)

• GRB 060218: optical BB with similar 
evolution, X-ray BB radius larger
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Similar SN-GRBs in the past??

• X-ray TC in 3 other GRBs:
060218, 090618, 100316D

• optical TC in 2 other GRBs/SN:
060218, 080109 (SN 2008D)

• GRB 060218: optical + X-ray BB
-> a twin with different progenitor??

• XRO 080109: no X-ray TC,
optical BB consistent with extension of 
the shock breakout

• GRB 100316D: X-ray BB
optical not enough data :(

• GRB 090618: X-ray BB, PL afterglow!
18



The host (?)

• preimaging from CFHT:
candidate at g~27.2 mag (2 sigma)

• deep observations from GTC (4h):
g‘=27.2 +/- 0.27 (
r‘= 26.9 +/- 0.14

• blue colors (?)

• at z=0.33
Mabs=-13.7 or 0.0001 L*
(GRB 060218: -15.9 mag)

• not resolved

r‘ g‘

HST Jan. 2011

GTC
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GRB 111209A - a cousin??

• Very long duration (> 10ks?)

• X-ray lightcurve:
similar shape
sharp drop
strange „dips“

• But:
lightcurve + SED powerlaw
some very early color changes 
(could be prompt emission) 

• z=0.67
emission lines from host detected 
(host itself not yet detected with 
HST, must be compact)

111209A

101225A
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The Model
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An old model

Fryer &Woosley 1999/
Zhang&Fryer 2001:
He-star - BH merger with 
common envelope phase

CE phase leads to mass ejection: 
suggested as a way to remove 
H-envelope in GRB progenitors

transfer of angular momentum:
spin up of core -> GRB

weak SN produced (if any)

No. 1, 2001 MERGER OF HELIUM STAR AND BLACK HOLE 363

FIG. 5.ÈMerger of a 2 compact remnant with a 4 helium coreM
_

M
_

accretes onto a disk. We can derive the radius at which this
occurs by knowing the enclosed mass and the(Menclosed)
angular momentum ( j), and then equating forces : rdisk \

We estimate the timescale for the particle toj2/GMenclosed.
accrete onto the disk is simply the free-fall timescale

tff \S 2rinitial3
GMenclosed

[S 2rdisk3
GMenclosed

, (2)

where is the initial position of the particle. For matterrinitialalong the pole, the angular momentum may not be suffi-

cient to halt the collapse, and these particles accrete directly
onto the compact remnant at roughly the free-fall time.

But the bulk of the matter will accrete through a disk,
and we must then estimate the disk accretion timescale. For
each particle in the disk, we can calculate the viscous time-
scale

tvisc \ (au)~1 , (3)

where a is the disk viscosity parameter (which we take to be
0.1) and u is the orbit angular velocity. The total accretion
timescale of each particle is just the sum of its free-fall and

W. Zhang&Fryer 01
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Theoretical Model of the event

Thanks to C. Fryer!

Progenitor system:
Close binary system of evolved He-star and NS

Common envelope phase -> ejection of torus-like shell (~1.5y before explosion)

Final merger: accretion disk + jet, magnetar for long activity?

Part of the jet gets thermalized when interacting with the CE shell:
no synchrotron emission
no traditional afterglow

Several days later:
SN shell overtakes CE-shell

23



Emission Mechanisms
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Thanks to M. Aloy!

UVOIR BB

supernova
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Jet Thermalization - 
Model

density pressure Lorentz-factor
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Jet Thermalization - 
Model

Model by Huang et al. 2000

Modeling interaction of jet 
with the funnel

Γin = 100, θin = 2deg initially
v ~0.25c, θ ~ 70 deg after 
breakout

model deviates only mildly 
from powerlaw evolution 
for radius
T-evolution no powerlaw

X-rays
UVOIR emission
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Alternatives?
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Alternative model(s)?

Campana et al., the other Nature:
Tidal disruption of a minor body (e.g. a 
comet) near a neutron star in the MW
distance ~3 kpc
optical emission explained by disk-BBs
(very old model for GRBs...!)

Problems:
- place in the MW: high above the disk
  -> expelled from SF region in the disk??
- no explanation for the full SED
- neglect SN bump in LC and SN-SED
- persistent source (=our host):
  isolated NS with emission from magnetosphere?
  (cold isolated NS would have mag~33)
  emission from protoplanetary disk
  (e.g. Wang et al. 2006)?
  

Wang et al. 2006

Campana et al. 201
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Campana et al., the other Nature:
Tidal disruption of a minor body (e.g. a comet) 
near a neutron star in the MW
distance ~3 kpc
optical emission explained by disk-BBs
(very old model for GRBs...!)

Tidal disruption event ala 110328A in a distant 
galaxy (Levan, Tanvir etc.)

Explains: dips in the X-ray lightcurve
Problems:
- rather short duration for a TDE in gamma-rays
- has to be coincident with center of the 
  galaxy  (we will see...)

Alternative model(s)?
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How do we resolve the issue?

New observations: 
- HST (??)
- Chandra (??)
- Effelsberg (radio)
- ground based imaging (??)

HST: extended source -> NS, GRB-like event ✔, TDE ✔
         point source -> NS ✔,  GRB,  TDE

X-ray detection -> NS ✔, GRB, TDE

           nondetection -> NS ?, GRB ✔ , TDE ✔

radio detection -> NS ✔, GRB, TDE 

          nondetection -> NS ?, GRB ✔  , TDE ✔

??

?

?
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ありがとう ございます！
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